Front End developer - Lisbon Digital Tech Hub
for Mercedes-Benz Portugal, S.A.
Contact
digitaldelivery_hub@daimler.com
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Publishing date
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Field of activity
IT / Telecommunications

Department

Tasks
Lisbon Digital Tech Hub
At the beginning of May, Mercedes-Benz opened the world's first Digital Delivery Hub in the Portuguese
capital. Lisbon is currently becoming the "place to be" in the digital world. The world's most important
tech-conference, the Web Summit, has been held in Lisbon since last year, for example. Mercedes-Benz
is involved as a main sponsor and with numerous well-regarded speakers. The Portuguese capital is a
very popular place for "digital natives" to live and work and the scenario is perfect for the new Digital
Delivery Hub of Mercedes-Benz. The national government and city council also plan to use this
momentum to develop Lisbon into the next digital hotspot. The Portuguese authorities very actively
assisted the founding phase of the new centre with minimal bureaucracy.
Until transfer you will be employed by our Portuguese company “Mercedes-Benz Portugal”.
Daimler is one of the biggest car makers of the world. It owns Mercedes-Benz and Smart for instance but
also other companies as MyTaxi and Car2Go.
Mercedes-Benz is opening a Digital Delivery Hub in Lisbon. The hub will be responsible to create digital
marketing products and platforms worldwide.
The auto industry is living an exciting transformation period, from the electric car to the connect car and
autonomous driving, there couldn't be a better time to work in this industry.
We are currently looking to hire senior and junior developers and designers in different areas.

Front End developer

As a front-end developer you will see the result of your work being used all over the world. Your profile:
- You are skilled in handling front end web technologies like HTML5, CSS, JavaScript and Frameworks like

Bootstrap, Foundation or Angular JS and you realize innovative, dynamic E-Commerce and marketing
solutions.
- With your Know-How in responsive web design, content management systems, web services and web
standards you develop frontends with state-of-the-art interface technologies for desktop and mobile
devices.
- Ideally, you can use your existing knowledge in professional software development, SEO, User
Experience and automatization to realize our frontend projects.
- Quality controls as well as ensured cross-browser compatibility reflect your conscientious and
structured way of working.

Additional information
Temporary contrat with possibility to extend to permanent.

Location information
Company:
Mercedes-Benz Portugal, S.A.
Abrunheira - Apartado 1
2726-901 Mem Martins
Portugal
Working location:
Digital Delivery Hub @ Second Home
Mercado da Ribera
Av. 24 de Julho - Escritóno Piso 1
1200-479 Lisboa
Portugal

Benefits
car

Doctor

Meal-Discounts

Retirement

profit share

Flexitime

Homeoffice

Mobile Phone

Canteen-Cafeteria

Events

Parking

Health

Discounts

Internetconnection

